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Introduction
The intention of this thesis project was to begin an investigation of
three dimensional form using the parameters that the utilitarian teapot
imposes. Fifteen teapots were constructed for this project using refer
ences from such styles as Art Deco, Memphis, and Deconstructivism. To
this flavor was added from a blend of nineteen forties science fiction (old
Flash Gordon comics), film animation, and sixties pop culture.
Why the teapot? The making of teapots pose certain technical and
aesthetic problems which engage my intellect, artistic ability, and sense of
humor in a exercise that is personally fulfilling. Working in the format of
functional teapots allows me to judge myself by the same criteria that a
hundred generations of potters before me have.
Peter Shire, one of the foremost emissaries of the Memphis move
ment in the arts, states, "The teapot is often referred to as 'the holy grail
of pottery', meaning it is one of the most complex and difficult exercises in
clay. The joining of dissimilar elements, the issue of balance relative to
the placement of the handle and spout, the fact that the teapot actually
must pour tea without spilling or dripping, combine to make it a technical
challenge."1
When asked the question of why it is so important that these pieces
function as teapots Shire states, "If it did not function, it would be a less
radical statement, a defeat by those who would wedge ceramics into the
realm of
sculpture."2 My reply would be that since these pieces are
teapots, and teapots pour tea, they must pour tea. The objective was to
work within the traditional format of the teapot bringing to it the views of a
forty two year old artist living in the year nineteen ninety five. This firmly
establishes this body of work within history and allows tradition the oppor
tunity to develop.
1 Drohojowska.Hunter. Tempest in a Teapot: The Ceramic Art of Peter Shire: New York: Rizzoli
International, 1991. p 62
2 Ibid.
References
Memphis, an arts movement of the
eighties, has had a very strong influence upon
my work. Works created in this style have a
particular interest to me because of the com
plex simplicity that is achieved by the joining
of dissimilar parts and colors. "Memphis prod
ucts display all kinds of forms, colors and dec
orations with references to De Stijl, Hard-
Edge, cartoons or science fiction."3
Memphis was connected, rather strong
ly, with one cohesive well organized group of
Italian designer-architects brought together by
Ettore Sottsass in 1980. After having studied
many Memphis pieces and artists for this
paper, I was surprised to find that these
artists acknowledged using some of the same
references and for similar reasons as I had for
this thesis project.
This style is particularly well suited to
the sensibilities that I bring into the teapot for
mat. It incorporates my love of fitting pieces
together in a puzzle-like fashion, embraces
the developed potter instincts of function and
uses solid colors to distinguish separate parts.
It is ideal for use in the teapots because it
shares so many of the same principles. These
being the cooperation of dissimilar parts with
the purpose of achieving an aesthetic balance
between form and function.
On color and Memphis, Barbara Radice
writes, "Memphis color is color like in a comic
strip (De Lucchi, Bedin),a plastic color, a color
like a hot-dog, like Sundays, like artificial rasp
berry juice (Peter Shire), a faded color like in
cheap watercolors (Zanini), an absurd color




Haks, Frans. Memphis 1981-1988. Memphis: Groningfir
Museum, NL, Groningen, 1990. p 144
Colorado, 1983 By Marco Zani
(Sottsass), an innocent color (Sowden), a
third-world color (Du Pasquier)."4
Works in the Memphis genre have the
appearance of being put together out of unre
lated pieces and shapes using color to define
different parts. These parts on successful
pieces seem to work in unity to deliver a single
concept to the viewer. Vincenzo writes, "For
decades Europe was involved in a discussion
based on the contrast between functionality
and decoration. With the arrival of Memphis,
decoration became structural according to the
need for an element to support this with a spe
cial decoration."5 Structure as decoration,
structure for the sake of decoration, structure
for the sake of structure. Why not?
Another reference used is film anima
tion and comic books, specifically science fic
tion such as old Jetsons cartoons and Flash
Gordon comics. There is a quality of stream
lining and imagination in these that portrays a
since of optimism towards the stylish future
that was so commonly portrayed during the
forties and fifties. Within this frame of refer
ence, most of the images were rendered by
using solid colors and thin lines to define
shapes and perspective. When used on three
dimensional forms this technique no longer
requires the lines to give perspective.The indi
vidual parts can be emphasized to any
degree through color alone.
Certain ideas relating to Deconstructivism
were also put to use in this teapot series.
Ideas such as constructing with off the shelf
parts, parts that often as not defy the conven
tional logic in relation to function but succeed
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Philip Nowland, Dick Calkins
Mid 1930s
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Vincenzo, Gian Piero. Memphis 1981-1988. Memphis and
Design,Groninger Museum, NL, Groningen, 1990. p 157
Ibid..
For these teapots the off the shelf parts used
were spheres, cubes, cylinders, cones and
tear-drop forms.
Streamline Moderne, a style
prevalent in architecture during the late 1930s
is most commonly grouped as an offshoot of
the Art Deco style. During this period
Americans took pride in the achievements of
its engineers, transportation in particular.
Marcus Whiffin writes, "Streamline Moderne
was a celebration of those achievements and
a proclamation of faith in the future."6 Some
characteristics of this style are curved sur
faces and futuristic appearance.
The reference to the late 1960s pop
culture can be seen best in the teapot with
wheels. The movie Easy Rider, the song
"Born to be
Wild"
become good metaphors for
some of this generation's preferences and
beliefs. This is one of the many legacies left
by this generation; the quest for personal
freedom. Being a part of that generation I felt
the personal need to pay homage to a period
that had a lot to do with the shaping of how I
think.
The fact that I am a father brought a
whole different set of references into play. The
many hours of children's television, the bright
ly colored toys, and the wild imagination of a
seven year old probably affected my work,
unintentionally, more than any of the rest. This
was embraced in this series because it por
trayed the artist as a human being rejoicing in
the daily activity of humanity.
PatentModel Motor Car
by Norman Bel Geddes, 1934
From the film Easy Rider, 1969
6
Wiffin, Marcus. American Architprtum Since 1780. A Guide To
MIT press, Cambridge, 1992, p 242.
This particular set of references is not
complete without those that were carried into
this by the Potter-Artist. In this circumstance it
was of an individual with a fair degree of
experience and a firm commitment to the
material clay. An individual who at same time
is a husband and father of a seven year old
boy. This element, humanity, in the here and
now is the gauntlet through which ideas must
run. Ideas going through this stage are
stripped, examined and assembled in to a for
mat that can be translated into three dimen
sional form. The format defines the parame
ters, the parameters define the work. In this
case the format was the teapot and the para
meters were utility, tradition, and aesthetics.
This was the particular framework of
influences that were woven into this teapot
series. The intent was to engage the viewer
on levels such as the technical, humorous,
intellectual, aesthetic, and emotional.
Scorpion Teapot 1981
By Peter Shire
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Proposal Drawings for Streamlined Steam Engines
By Otto Kuhler 1933
The Project
To study form in space was what I
intended to do here at RIT. This was what I
had told Rick Hirsch during our first meeting.
"How do you propose doing
this?"
was the
question put to me by Rick during the very
same meeting. The idea of how, was one
that I'd overlooked, and assumed to be self
solving. After eight months of searching by
trial and error for the correct format to be
used in launching this study, I began making
teapots. Within this rather stiff set of para
meters the functional teapot presents, the
environment for growth is exceptional. I
have found a new sense of clarity.
The order in which these fifteen
teapots are discussed is the same order that
they were constructed. This is done in an
effort to portray the process of carrying
knowledge gained from one piece to the
next that is essential when working on a
series of related pieces.
Figures one, two, and three represent
a starting point. They were constructed out
of a selection of parts made just for these
three. The Idea was to build off of a tradition
al kettle like form using handles, lids,
and spouts as a point of departure. The
approach to the handle began from the view
point of an architect and engineer while the
approach to the spout was pure battle ship
design. Two tubes were attached to a sup
porting armature on the forward part of the
structure for efficient delivery of the tea while
held in suspension by an aesthetically pleas
ing, well engineered, load bearing handle.
Figure 1
Figure 2
This scenario of two opposites having to
cooperate in order to accomplish a specific
goal, is a premise that is very familiar to
most of the human race. It is also the
premise of the teapot; form and function.
Once these pieces were finished in
their green state, it became obvious that
each had enough of a difference in structure
and form to give the illusion of individual
personality. Why not let the individual teapot
determine the body shape as well?
Figures four and five are attempts at
focusing on the battleship approach. The
epic battle, as translated by a forty two year
old potter who has a preference for the
Memphis style. The clash of the Ironclads,
the Monitor and the Merrimac, taken into the
future, and being fought by flying saucers,
who have the ability to earn a living by day
pouring tea. The Monitor and Merrimac were
the first battleships built using purely mod
ern materials and technology and, as fate
would have it, became involved in a battle
with each other to the death. The ship that
was technologically superior was the one
that would win. In this case it was the one
that presented the smaller target.
These two teapots were made using a
short cone form with a transitional shape
dividing the body and lid. The body shapes
were chosen as a direct reference to flying
saucers and tanks. The low center of gravity
implies sturdiness while the overall shape,
triangular, reflects rather than absorbs
incoming fire. The handles make references
to force fields as well as propulsion systems.
The spouts deliver a high energy plasma
field consisting of a blend of leaves from
specific plants still grown and harvested on
ancient earth introduced to a super heated
Figure 3
Figure 4
two part hydrogen, one part oxygen molecu
lar bonding process. Deadly to aliens,
refreshing to humans, the perfect weapon.
This was the implication. The process
of constructing these pieces using the basic
parts available to the three dimensional artist
--
spheres, cones, and tubes - combined with
the restrictions the functional teapot imposes
refines this implication into a idea. This idea,
formatted, is ready to be transformed by the
hands of the artist into a three dimensional
reality.
Once these five teapots were finished
and ready to be glaze fired, the decision
about color and texture were made reminis
cent of the Memphis style and animation, in
that individual parts were rendered using
solid colors to accentuate placement, func
tion, and aesthetic concerns.
Figure six is a teapot that is concerned
mostly with being a teapot. The emphasis
was given to the vertical alignment of the
foot, body, lid, and handle. This tended to
give additional height and balance.
The spout apparatus broke the sym
metry of the form enough to allow for direc
tion and function to play its part in this dance
of the teapot. The approach to color and sur
face were in reaction to the shape as a whole
and an attempt to introduce organic qualities.
These qualities being that of fat rounded
shapes connected to thin tubes. This piece
was vaguely reminiscent of a pumpkin or an
eggplant. The idea of the pumpkin was amus
ing. The use of colors more commonly asso
ciated with Halloween, orange, green and




The teapot in figure seven is the result
of an effort to bring this sixties spirit of the
personal quest for freedom into this teapot
using symbols from Easy Rider and "Born To
Be Wild". The motorcycle or three wheeler
metaphor was chosen for the interpretation
of this idea into the language of a teapot.
The wheels are reminiscent of the bal
loon tires often seen in the cartoons of a
young Walt Disney. The fenders with futuris
tic tail fins are the product of the fantasies of
a child during the fifties. The extended front
end along with the low slung look would be
the items necessary for any teenager during
the late sixties. The handle and body of this
piece were chosen because they bore a
resemblance to the forms traditionally asso
ciated with tea.
Figure eight is a teapot that rocks.
The intent was to bring a sense of child-like
amusement and wonder into a teapot form.
The rockers and the big red handle and spout
were an attempt to evoke childhood memo
ries. The exaggeration of the spout, rockers,
and handle using scale and color are tech
niques borrowed from cartoon animators to
emphasize the working parts.The black tradi
tional body form was chosen in order to give
the piece instant recognition as a teapot.
High gloss glazes were used to help give the
appearance of a bright shiny bauble.
With this piece as well as the last,
particular attention was given to the problem
how this form will rest on a flat surface. The
traditional foot was abandoned and in its
place are structures that imply movement
and separate functions. Functions such as
rocking and rolling, were used to further ani




Figure nine and ten are of an effort
to further animate. For this references
were taken from the Streamline Moderne
style as well as from the robotic maid,
Rosie. Rosie was a character from The
Jetsons, an animated science fiction televi
sion series for children during the sixties.
The shapes used on both were
spheres and tubes. The tubes were formed
into circular shapes, and used as handles
and structural banding. This was done in
order to imply outer space by using float
ing spheres and tubes that gave a vague
reference to an orbit. Unintentional tongue
in cheek references to the politics of sex
and war suggested in these spouts do not
interfere with the added function of a tea
delivery system.
Glazing decisions were made in
order to enhance each teapot's visual per
sonality. In figure nine, the structure
seemed more vibrant and dynamic. It
demanded a high gloss red glaze. The
matt teal glaze refined the separate parts
but allowed for color and textural differ
ences to create dynamism. Figure ten
employs a different approach. The idea
was to give a more subdued-restrained
look to a form that has a complex set of
tubular components. The same matt teal
glaze was used to define the basic spheri
cal shape and give it a visually quiet char
acter. While a satin black glaze gave the
tubular structure and base the illusion of





Figure eleven took the traditional
teapot body and sliced away a wedge that
represented one fourth of its body mass. In
its place is substituted a rather machined
looking load bearing spout. This with the
addition of curved rear supporting columns
lifts the teapot. Stability was created by
using a fairly wide stance and maintaining
a low center of gravity. The handle con
sists of one curved forward thrusting bar
being supported by a vertical bar of the
same gauge. These square shaped tubes
form the handle, spout apparatus, and
supporting columns and give the piece an
overall consistency. The red spheres
emphasize termination points and plot a
course within a three dimensional grid.
Color was used to acknowledge dif
ferences in function, position and shape in
the same manner as seen in Memphis
works or cartoon animation.
In figure twelve the burden of the
attached foot is abandoned for a structure
that is more like a platform. On this the
piece rests and can be removed at will.
This structure serves as a dry-dock where
the teapot is subject to examination as it
awaits its next mission.
The spherical forms dominate the
major structure of the teapot itself. A
curved slice has been taken from the main
body of the piece then walled off creating a
chasm. Smaller connected spheres were
then attached inside this suggesting cos
mic consumption, weaponry, or fluid dis
persal. Six different colors and three dif
ferent types of surface were used. This
emphasizes the complex unity the parts




Figure thirteen is a teapot that
began with a teardrop form that was then
cut into and wedges of different shapes
removed. The walls were built up inside
these holes in a manner suggestive of
interior mass being sliced away as well.
This space created within the interior of
the form became subject to the needs of
the piece. In this case the space created fit
the specifications of a handle that was
mounted to fit closely. The intention was
streamlining the profile. The point of the
teardrop was removed and a rectangle
opening cut from the top of the body to
allow filling and pouring. The piece at this
time took on the facade of a small animal
with a snout and tail. To emphasize this
two small red balls were attached to the lid
making the implication of eyes while the
stand gave it four legs to stand on.
Figure fourteen is a teapot where
once again the teardrop shape has been
employed to reference streamlining. In this
case the handle has been created with the
transition of the inside and outside form.
Here a tube was added to reinforce the
grip and a short triangular spout remi
nisces possible aviarian ancestry. The lid
consists of a circle cut from the top of the
piece and ball shaped lid handle lend a
sense of direction to this rather simple
form.
The base consists of three curved
tubes supporting a triangular platform.
The tops of the platform supports over
hang the horizontal platform by about an
inch. This gives the structure a nest like
appearance to further enhance the subtle




Figure fifteen represents a teapot
that has been designed around the princi
ples of streamlining. Wind resistance was
considered through-out the construction.
The idea was to build a space speedster,
one Flash Gordon or George Jetson would
be glad to own. The body of the piece was
glazed with a high gloss red to enhance
sleekness and connotate speed. Unlike the
other teapots there are no attachments to
the exterior. The form contains all of the
necessary components within itself. The
teapot is filled through a lid that sits flush
with the form while the tea is poured
through the valley of the wing-like struc
ture. The interior space that has been cut
away is used to accommodate the hand
for lifting and pouring. The base is a low
triangular platform supported by three
squared off columns. It serves as a point
of departure into this metaphor and effec
tively deals with the transition between




These fifteen teapots were constructed using a low-fire red earthen
ware clay body. The glazes used were commercial, some altered to give
desired effects. The bisque firing temperature was cone 05, and the glaze
firing on all of these pieces was a precise cone 05 1/2. Red earthenware
was chosen for this project because of its thermal strength, degree of
vite-
riousity at lower temperatures, historical significance, and the degree of
wet plasticity is greater than most low fire clays, meaning it is easier to
form shapes with. The historical significance of earthenware clay is that it
is the most common clay found on this planet and requires a much lower
firing temperature. Throughout history the majority of ceramics have been
made of this material. Low fire commercial glazes were used because of
the ease of achieving the color range and surface textures required. This
was done primarily to allow more time for me to concentrate on the prob
lem of studying form.
The bodies of these teapots as well as the lids and any other
spherical forms were thrown on the potters wheel. The hollow tubular
forms that make up the handles, spouts and bases were made using the
extruder. Thin slabs were attached inside of the bodies of the pieces
where they where cut away in order to wall off the interiors.
Glazes and clay formula
Reward Glazes: Red Earthenware Cone 04
Devil Red underglaze Redart 60
Satin Black, Cameo glaze EPK 10
S 200 clear overglaze Pine Lake 1 0
(Altered Glazes): Barnard slip10
Unique texture, Teal Blue Fine Grog 7
Unique texture, Evergreen Talc 5
Unique texture, White Bentonite 2
The teal blue, evergreen, and white Unique texture glazes were first
passed through a 120 mesh sieve in order to remove the specialty crys
tals that the manufacturer had added for the special effects. Then cal
cined kaolin was added, approximately five percent, to dry out the sur
face. To this altered white glaze a 50/50 mixture of Reward purple and
iris underglaze was added at a ratio of one part underglaze mix to two
parts altered white glaze. This resulted in a dry lavender glaze.
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Conclusion
Throughout this thesis paper I have tried to portray how this artist
approaches the creation of a body of work. I wanted to express the
thought processes involved, the playful abstract reasoning, the fantasies,
and all of the weird stuff that most of the time is left out when an artist
describes his own work.
This series of teapots for me was just the beginning of a journey
that visually explores the relationship between myself and the world in the
here and now. I intend to continue making these teapots taking what I've
learned from this experience at RIT and improving upon it, specifically
along the lines of utility and surface design. This experience has proved
to be invaluable to me because It has given the opportunity to step away
from the marketplace and concentrate on finding the appropriate arena for
my own visual self expression. Through the help and understanding of the
faculty at RIT I have been able to find within myself the intellect and
enthusiasm that will be required in the next step of this journey. This next
step involves moving my family to an unknown location, working my way
into the center of the artistic community, and finding a means of financial
support using my artistic skills. Given this new found strength I am
absolutely certain I will succeed in this endeavor. Rick Hirsch, Bob
Schmitz, and Jack Slutzky I thank you for this.
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